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“Carrying Water to Thirsty People” 
Text: Mark 1:4-10 

I awoke before sunrise, ate a quick breakfast and grabbed my gear.  I had packed everything I 
would need the night before.  With headlights on to guide my way, I drove to Yosemite National 
Park for a long hike.  At the early dawn, I arrived in the parking lot and set out on foot.   

The views on the trail were exactly what I imagined they would be.  I still remember the still lake 
that reflected the trees like a mirror.  Because the trail was a bit treacherous in places, I had to 
watch my every step to avoid twisting an ankle or injuring myself in some way.  Mid-afternoon, I 
arrived at the destination.  A beautiful waterfall that overlooked the valley below.  I removed the 
lunch from my backpack and sat down alongside a pool of water to enjoy the moment.  I can still 
remember the relief from the long hike, the quiet sound of the nearby waterfalls and the sense of 
calm that came over me in that moment. 

There were some younger folks there who took off their shoes and socks and walked into the 
cool waters.  I followed their example delighting in the feel of the chilled water on my tired feet.  
It was the kind of moment that recharges one’s batteries.  It had been worth the early morning 
departure and the long hike, just to experience those quiet moments.  The calmness that came 
over me in that moment was exactly what I had been longing for. 

Can you think of a time when you made a long journey, maybe it was on foot, maybe it was by 
car or train, to experience such delight?  Maybe you knew the destination and expected that it 
would have exactly what you were needing.  Or maybe it was a surprise at the end of a long 
journey that caused you to realize that the journey had been worth it.  You didn’t realize that such 
goodness was waiting for you, but when you got there, it was worth the trip. 

I had read and preached the story of Jesus’ baptism many, many times.  The story is familiar and 
comfortable.  The problem with that is that I overlook the possibility of surprises and unexpected 
gifts because I know how the story goes.  But this time, something unexpected jumped out and I 
want to share this together this morning. 

Based upon the compilation of stories in the gospels, we know that John the Baptist was in the 
wilderness.  Some of the gospels will go into details about his attire and meals.  This morning’s 
reading from Mark tells us that John wore clothing of camel’s hair and a leather belt around his 



waist and that he ate the very unappetizing meals of locusts and wild honey.  These might seem 
insignificant details to us today, but they were important pointers for the early listener. 

The fact that John was living in the wilderness and dressed as he was are indicators that he likely 
belonged to a separatist group called the Essenes.  To give just a thumbnail sketch of the Essenes, 
they longed for a purity to the Jewish faith.  They felt that Greek culture had led to compromises 
that diluted the faith.  The only way they could remain true to their faith was to separate from the 
culture, living in the desert where they were free from cultural influences.  

Theirs was a challenging social structure.  Many of the Essenes lived isolated not only from the 
culture but from one another.  At the same time, however, others would gather in the morning 
and evening for times of prayer.  So, on the one hand, they were very individualistic while also 
being a tight community of believers.  This was the group John the Baptist was likely affiliated 
with.   

In Mark’s gospel, the details are sparse, but we are told that John was in the wilderness baptizing 
folks and that Jesus went out to be baptized by him.  Unlike the other gospel readings, there is no 
dialogue between Jesus and John in this account.  The baptism just happens. 

The only additional details we are given is that at the moment of baptism is the statement that 
God’s Spirit descends like a dove upon Jesus.  And then there is a voice from above affirming, 
“You are my Son, the Beloved; with you I am well pleased.” 

These are the simple details of the story that we hear every year around this time.  But, as I 
mentioned, there was one small detail that caught my eye.  It isn’t in the baptism itself, it is prior 
to that.  Mark tells us that people from the whole Judean countryside and all the people of 
Jerusalem were coming out to hear him speak and to be baptized. 

It got me to thinking about why people would make that journey.  As we will recall from other 
stories, the wilderness is a dangerous place.  It is filled with the kinds of things that can be 
frightening.  It is easy to get lost in the wilderness.  And yet, sometimes people venture, whether 
by choice or necessity, into these dangerous places looking to find what they have been unable to 
find anywhere else. 

The gospels tell us that people left the safety of their enclosed cities, the safety of the supportive 
communities to venture into the wilderness to hear this oddly-dressed prophet.  What makes 
people do this?  Quite simply, I believe they were looking for something.  They were looking for 
things they had found nowhere else, things they might have thought were never to be found.  
They walked into the wilderness to find what they couldn’t find anywhere else. 

And I believe that the things they were looking for, much like the things we are looking for 
today, were many and varied.  Some went looking for faith.  Their faith had grown stale, 



unnourishing, unfulfilling.  They hoped that hearing this man in the wilderness might bring that 
long sought after renewal. 

Some went out to find forgiveness.  They were carrying the deep burdens of a past they couldn’t 
shake.  As the words of the psalm say, “their sins were ever before them.”  They wanted 
forgiveness.  They were carrying these burdens every day and maybe thought that they could lay 
them down in the wilderness and walk away with a clean start. 
Some of them were looking for love.  They were aware of their brokenness and just wanted the 
reassurance that their lives mattered, that they were important, that they were worthy of love.  
And took the chance, took those uncertain steps into the unknown of the wilderness because they 
hoped that they might experience the possibility of being loved. 

It is an amazing fact to think that people left the comfort of the cities to venture into the 
unknown of the wilderness.  There is a sense of desperation in such a journey.  It means that one 
has looked everywhere they know to look and haven’t found what they are searching for.  The 
last resort is to leave the safe places and look in the wilderness. 

But we must next ask whether their quest provided the answers they were seeking.  The baptism 
that John offered was the response.  In the waters of the Jordan River, far removed from their 
everyday lives, they found God’s gift of baptism.  And in those waters were to be found grace 
enough to forgive all our sins.  Love enough to embrace us all and remind us that we are worthy 
of God’s love.  Waters deep enough to heal all the brokenness we face.  That is what they found 
in the wilderness.  And it is what God offers to each of us through the baptismal waters. 

One of the unusual questions that we ask in baptism is always the last one addressed to the 
couple.  I will ask them, “What name is given to this child.”  That seems like an odd question, as 
if I have suddenly forgot the name of the baby that is right there in my arms.  But the question 
has a historic significance.  Long ago, one’s name was not formalized until the time of baptism.  
That is the historic reason for asking this question, not that I expect that the family will change 
their minds and give the child a new name at that moment.  It was at the moment of presenting a 
child for baptism that the parent’s had to finally decide the name of the child.  And the baptismal 
certificate was as significant as today’s birth certificate.   

 But at a deeper level, I believe we all receive not only the formal name that we will live with 
throughout the rest of our lives, but we are also given an even more significant name.  When 
Jesus was baptized there was a voice from heaven that said, “You are my Son, the Beloved.”  
That name Beloved was not unique to Jesus.  I believe that in every baptism, God looks down 
with that same pride and says, “You are my Beloved.”  God bestows that name upon us when we 
are baptized.  Your name is Beloved.  You are loved with a love that will never disappear. 

What those who wandered into the wilderness found amid those waters was a deep and abiding 
love, a love which God continues to bestow upon us today. 



In the book, “Becoming Human,” Jean Vanier speaks about a community that he founded called, 
L’Arche.  This is an intentional community of folks with special needs.  Many have been 
institutionalized because no one knew how else to care for them.  At L’Arche they lived together, 
eat together, socialize, work and laugh together.  Prior to their arrival they had been shunned.    
Vanier wrote, “In our L’Arche communities we experience that deep inner healing comes about 
mainly when people feel loved, when they have a sense of belonging.  Our communities are 
essentially places where people can serve and create, and, most importantly, where they can love 
as well as be loved.” 

In baptism, God reminds us that we are Beloved.  And God places us into a community with 
others, to live and laugh and learn and grow together.  As we remember Jesus’ baptism and our 
own baptism, I hope that we will remember that love that accompanies that act. 

But what I want to leave you with this morning goes back to that fresh insight that people 
traveled a long way in the wilderness to hear John preach.  They were looking for something.  I 
believe that there are a lot of people today who are searching, traveling, longing for something 
that they may not even be able to name.  They just know that something is missing.   

Having experienced the joy that comes from being loved by God, we are called to be messengers 
to those weary travelers searching in the wilderness.  We get the wonderful opportunity to carry 
water to thirsty people, to offer them the delight of that holy water that they are searching for.  
What a gift it is to let someone know that they are loved by God, that they are Beloved.  Day 
after day, we encounter folks who are searching.  I hope that we will take a moment to let them 
know that they are loved.


